Abstract -The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) can provide wireless services at high rates even in high mobility, but it can suffer from serious inter-cell interference (ICI) near the cell boundary. To mitigate the ICI problem in the downlink of mobile-WiMAX, we consider combined use of interference avoidance and cancellation techniques in addition to inter-sector coordination, maximizing the user capacity in a seamless manner. To make the proposed scheme realizable, we maximize the geometry capacity. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can improve the capacity of users near the cell boundary over the conventional schemes and provide flexibility in resource allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) (or IEEE 802.16e) has been proposed to support wireless data services at high rates comparable to wire-line schemes such as the digital subscriber line (DSL) and it is being considered as a migration path toward next generation wireless systems [1] . Recently, a version of Mobile-WiMAX (m-WiMAX), called WiBro, has been deployed in Korea.
Since m-WiMAX considers the use of universal frequency reuse, it may suffer from inter-cell interference (ICI) near the cell boundary. In fact, the spectral efficiency in the worst channel condition can be reduced up to one 120th of that in the best channel condition (i.e., QPSK-1/12 with 3-time retransmissions versus 64QAM-5/6 with a single transmission) [12] . As a consequence, when the m-WiMAX provides realtime traffic services at a rate of 512 Kbps near the cell boundary, it may need to allocate the whole downlink resources to a single user, which is practically unacceptable to service providers. Unless the m-WiMAX can significantly improve the spectral efficiency particularly near the cell boundary, it may not be distinguishable from incumbent 3G systems. Thus, it is highly required to alleviate the ICI problem in the m-WiMAX system.
Conventional ICI mitigation techniques for packet-based orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems include interference avoidance (IA), interference This work was in part supported by the KT research project. randomization, interference cancellation and inter-sector coordination [2] . IA schemes dynamically allocate the channel resource to avoid ICI by exchanging the inter-cell information [3] . Reuse partitioning techniques determine the reuse factor according to the interference condition for IA in OFDMA systems [3] [4] [5] . Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) techniques can be applied to avoid overlapped use of frequency resources by adjacent cells in response to ICI condition. However, they may limit the peak transmission rate due to reduced reuse factors. Besides they have not been considered with combined use of other ICI mitigation techniques such as frequency hopping (FH) and ICI cancellation in the receiver [6] . Interference randomization schemes employ cell-specific scrambling and FH techniques to whiten the ICI. However, they may not be effective in full loading environments. On the other hand, by canceling out the ICI with the use of inter-cell channel state information (CSI), interference cancellation schemes can increase the signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) even in full loading environments [7] . Inter-sector coordination techniques originated from softer handoff in the CDMA can provide a diversity gain [8] . They can handle real-time traffic services because the information between the sectors can be exchanged in real-time. By making two sectors transmit the same signal, mobile station (MS) can obtain a delay diversity gain instead of interference [9] . Since this diversity is the same as cyclic shift transmit diversity, the performance depends on the propagation delay between the sectors and the channel coder rate [10] .
The shortages of the above conventional ICI mitigation schemes can be alleviated by employing them in a collaborative manner. Although previous works considered the mitigation of ICI in the m-WiMAX system, they did not consider combined use of these ICI mitigation schemes to get somewhat synergy effect [11] . In this paper, we consider combined use of ICI mitigation techniques to maximize the user capacity near the cell boundary. We propose an ICI mitigation strategy applicable to the downlink of the mWiMAX system in response to the change of ICI condition.
Following Introduction, Section II briefly describes how to combine ICI mitigation techniques in the m-WiMAX system. New strategies to mitigate the ICI in the m-WiMAX system are discussed in Section III and their performance is verified by computer simulation in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODELING

A. Combined use of IA and FH
We consider combined use of IA and FH techniques for better mitigation of ICI in the m-WiMAX. The m-WiMAX can support multiple zones each of which utilizes subcarrier permutation and multi-antenna techniques according to the operation environments [12] . Subcarrier permutation is deeply associated with ICI mitigation techniques. A mode called partial usage of subchannels (PUSC) first permutes the subcarriers in the major group that comprises several clusters and then in the clusters [12] . The FH pattern of neighboring cells can be controlled using parameter DL_PermBase. Although parameter Use_All_SC_indicator is set to 1, IA techniques can be employed when the neighboring cells use the same DL_PermBase and the resource allocation described in what follows.
Consider the resource allocation for IA in the PUSC mode as illustrated in Fig. 1 F and c F (i.e., the frequency reuse factor is 2/3). The divided frequency resources are allocated to users according to the ICI condition. For example, when the MS in sector α receives strong interference from sector γ , the frequency resource in ab F is allocated to users in sector α and β , not to users in sector γ . If the MS in sector α receives strong interference from sector β and γ , the frequency resource in a F is allocated to users in sector α , not to users in sectors sector β and γ . Although the IEEE802.16e-2005 specification recommends the use of two reuse factors, it can be possible to use multiple reuse factors by allocating the frequency resource as in Fig. 1 by making the neighboring cells use the same DL_PermBase . Thus, IA and FH schemes can simultaneously be applied to the PUSC mode.
B. Cooperation with transmitter for interference cancellation
The receiver can cancel out the ICI in the spatial domain using multiple receive antennas when the signal is transmitted using a less spatial dimension than that of the receiver [14] . The use of transmit beamforming can compensate for the signal level reduction due to interference cancellation in the receiver and can also increase the received level of dedicated pilot signal, enhancing the channel estimation performance. Thus, the receiver may cancel out the ICI at each frame by decorrelating the desired signal with the ICI with full CSI. It is required for the transmitters to use inter-cell scrambling patterns orthogonal to each other by properly managing parameter PRBS_ID [12] .
C. Inter-sector beamforming
Inter-sector beamforming can be employed to alleviate the shortcomings of the inter-sector diversity with time division duplex (TDD) reciprocity. The uplink sounding signal transmitted near the sector boundary can be received at least by two sectors, enabling the use of inter-sector beamforming. The inter-sector beamforming can yield an array gain at least two times that of the single-sector beamforming. It can also avoid dominant inter-sector interference as being described in Section III.
Consider the use of a ( ) 
where g is given by ,1 ,1
and z K is the covariance of the noise plus interference given by
Here, ( ) * i denotes transpose conjugate and 0 N denotes the spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise. 
III. PROPOSED ICI MITIGATION STRATEGY
Most of conventional IA techniques only consider the amount of ICI. If the ICI environment (e.g., dominant intersector interference in its own cell and dominant ICI from other cells) can be considered in addition, they may further increase the capacity. Previous section has briefly discussed how various ICI mitigation techniques can be combined for further improvement of m-WiMAX performance. In this section, we consider combined use of ICI mitigation techniques to maximize the capacity of users near the cell boundary.
The capacity can be represented in terms of the reuse set and the carrier-to-interference-and-noise power ratio (CINR) as [14] 2 log (1 )
where i is the index of reuse set, η is a parameter related to the implementation loss, i ρ is the reuse factor for index i and i γ denotes the SINR for index i . Since the CINR is mainly affected by the ICI in the cell boundary environments, we consider the improvement of the capacity with and without the use of IA techniques. We first determine the reuse set that maximizes the user capacity with the use of IA. Then, we consider the use of intersector coordination according to the ICI environment to additionally consider the use of frequency resource which is not considered by IA. When the receiver is equipped with multiple receive antennas, we also consider the cancellation of dominant interference from a neighbor cell to further utilize the frequency resource by IA.
Consider the use of three sectors for each cell, called sector 
Note that 0 
Then, the corresponding maximum geometry capacity is given by
where the geometry with the use of reuse set i ϕ is given by
Here, 
where h is assumed to have zero mean and unit variance. k S is represented by correspond to sector α , β and γ , respectively. Note that the RSS 0 P from the serving sector is excluded in the calculation. After determining the optimum reuse set 1 i ϕ , we consider inter-sector coordination to increase the user capacity. STEP 2: Determine the reuse set index 2 i achieving the maximum geometry capacity for inter-sector coordination as [14] denotes the inter-sector coordination gain and is equal to 4 when inter-sector diversity is used. When the inter-sector beamforming is employed, it can be shown that [14] ( ) 
where ( ) Γ i denotes the gamma function [15] . Since When the MS is equipped with multiple receiver antennas, it can mitigate dominant interference by a filtering process, enabling the transmission with the increase of reuse factor. STEP 3: Determine the reuse set index achieving the maximum geometry capacity for the cancellation of specific interference as 3 2 , 3 arg max log (1 )
The corresponding maximum geometry capacity is given by suppressed by a cancellation filter. The use of a cancellation filter does not allow to get an array gain [16] and thus array g is reduced by one half in (16) .
Finally, the optimum reuse set index opt i can be determined by finding the index of the proposed step that yields the maximum geometry capacity as
where
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed ICI mitigation scheme is verified in the downlink of WiBro by computer simulation. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . We assume that the MS can obtain the CSI of the strongest interfering cell using pilot signal scrambled by a cell-specific randomization code. The PUSC permutation is performed to obtain both IA and FH. For ease of verification, we assume that the BS allocates the resource to the MS at every frame time.
For reference, actual user capacity is calculated by averaging the capacity obtained from link adaptation at every frame. The simulation is performed in two geographical positions to investigate poor interference environments as illustrated in Fig.  3 , where MS 1 located in a direction of 30 degrees experiences strong ICI from sector γ of cell 2 and inter-sector interference from sector β of its own cell simultaneously. It can also be seen that MS 2 in a direction of 60 degrees experiences strong ICI from sector β of cell 1 and sector γ of cell 2 simultaneously. Fig. 4 (a) ϕ has the maximum geometry capacity by STEP 1, and then Fab_step2 is chosen for the intersector beamforming with reuse set index 1 as the optimum reuse set through STEP 2. It can also be seen that the cancellation of interference from sector γ of cell 2 with the use of receiver filtering (i.e., Fac_step3) yields a geometry capacity similar to Fa_step1. Fig. 4 (b) depicts the user capacity, where legend IC and RU denote the interference cancellation and the reuse factor, respectively. It can be seen that the user capacity has a tendency similar to the geometry capacity. This indicates that the proposed steps can easily be applied to real ICI environments, enabling to determine the reuse set that maximizes the user capacity. It can be seen that the proposed scheme that combines IA and inter-sector beamforming outperforms the pure IA [5] and the pure IC [7] which do not consider combining other ICI mitigation schemes. It is shown in Fig. 4 (b) that the scheme (i.e., IA (RU 2/3)+IC) combining both IA and interference cancellation can be an alternative choice in case when inter-sector beamforming is not available. Fig. 5 (a) depicts the geometry capacity according to the proposed each step. It can be seen that Fabc_step1 with reuse set index 0 is chosen at a distance of 0.7 km, Fab_step1 with reuse set index 1 at 0.8 km and Fa_step1 with reuse set index 3 at a distance between 0.9 km and 1.1 km, respectively by STEP 1. But STEP 2 is not chosen because MS 2 is not in the sector boundary. It is shown that Fa_step1 corresponding to reuse set ϕ is chosen by the STEP 1 from 1.0 km to 1.1 km since MS 2 experiences strong interferences from sector β and γ . Fac_step3 is chosen by STEP 3 at 0.9 km and has geometry capacity similar to Fa_step1 since MS 2 can cancel out the interference from sector γ of cell 2 and can avoid the ICI from sector β with IA. The scheme (i.e., IA (RU 2/3)+IC) combining both interference cancellation and IA can be an alternative choice when the reuse factor 1/3 is not available. It can be seen from Fig. 5 (b) that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional schemes in terms of the user capacity. It can also be seen that the user capacity has a tendency similar to the geometry capacity as in Fig. 4 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new ICI mitigation strategy that maximizes the capacity of users near the cell boundary. The proposed strategy combines ICI mitigation techniques according to the ICI condition. We have presented how to generate multiple reuse factors in the PUSC mode according to the ICI environment. We have applied inter-sector beamforming to avoid inter-sector interference and to obtain the beamforming gain. The simulation results show that the proposed strategy increases the capacity of users near the cell boundary and that the scheduler can allocate the resource with considerable flexibility.
